Abstract: Virtualization technology has been widely used to virtualize single server into multiple servers, which not only creates an operating environment for a virtual machine-based cloud computing platform but also potentially improves its efficiency. Currently, most task scheduling-based algorithms used in cloud computing environments are slow to convergence or easily fall into a local optimum. This paper introduces a Greedy Particle Swarm Optimization (G&PSO) based algorithm to solve the task scheduling problem. It uses a greedy algorithm to quickly solve the initial particle value of a particle swarm optimization algorithm derived from a virtual machine-based cloud platform. The archived experimental results show that the algorithm exhibits better performance such as a faster convergence rate, stronger local and global search capabilities, and a more balanced workload on each virtual machine. Therefore, the G&PSO algorithm demonstrates improved virtual machine efficiency and resource utilization compared with the traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm.
Introduction
Along with the development of grid computing, high-performance storage transmission technology, the WEB2.0, and virtualization technology, cloud computing has become a popular commercial technology and uses virtualization technology to provide users with an infrastructure, a platform, and software services from the data center [1, 2] . The principle of virtualization technology is to virtualize computer hardware to run multiple independent operating systems in the same hardware Zhifeng Zhong, Kun Chen, and Shuange Zhou are with College of Computer and Information Engineering, Hubei University, Wuhan 430062, China. E-mail: fzhong@hubu.edu.cn; ckjack2006@163.com; 1224242749@qq.com. Xiaojun Zhai is with Department of Electronics, Computing and Mathematics, University of Derby, Derby DE22 1GB, UK. E-mail: x.zhai@derby.ac.uk. To whom correspondence should be addressed. Manuscript received: 2016-07-14; revised: 2016-08-18; accepted: 2016-10-03 environment. Consequently, each operating system can run multiple applications simultaneously in independent physical spaces, which significantly improves the efficiency of the cloud computing platform [3] . Server virtualization technology is one of the key technologies in the virtualization technology family. In this technology, a single physical machine can be instantiated into multiple virtual machines, and the remaining computing resources of each physical machine can be mapped and virtualized into a new virtual machine for other users [4] [5] [6] . In general, the actual utilization of the physical server is only 7% to 12%. Therefore, running multiple virtual servers on a single server would not only reduce the overall business cost but also greatly improve the utilization of the servers [7, 8] . In fact, the greatest potential of virtualization is to integrate x86 servers into a single private cloud with multiple independent virtual servers to provide greater utilization efficiency of the available resources [9, 10] . As cloud computing environments need to scale to a large number of users and tasks, designing a scheduling algorithm that can efficiently distribute the tasks and resources becomes a key point for research. Current research uses probabilistic techniques, e.g., greedy algorithm, genetic algorithm, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO), and the Ant Colony (ACO) algorithm. In Ref. [11] , a greedy algorithm was used to schedule tasks to improve the overall quality of the cloud computing service. Similarly, genetic algorithm [12] and genetic ACO algorithm [13] have also been used to schedule cloud computing tasks to reduce completion time and cost. In Ref. [14] , virtual machinebased particle swarm and Tabu Search (TS) algorithms were introduced to enhance population diversity in order to avoid a particle being prematurely trapped in local optimization and to eventually improve the scheduling performance of the virtual machine tasks in a cloud environment and reduce the task execution time. However, there are still opportunities to improve the existing algorithms. For example, although the genetic algorithm has a fast random global search ability, its implementation is complicated and easily falls into local optimum. Despite its stronger global search ability, the search direction of the PSO algorithm is difficult to control and exhibits different convergence rates during the initial and later stages, which means that the result of the optimization is difficult to predict and control [15] . However, compared with the genetic algorithm, PSO has a fast convergence rate, better optimization performance, and is easy to implement [16] . Conversely, the greedy algorithm has a better local search ability. This algorithm attempts to access the local optimal solution. However, it often just gives an approximate solution. Therefore, the PSO algorithm does not have strong global search capabilities [17] . Although the ACO algorithm has better optimization ability, at the initial stage, it lacks information sources and its convergence rate is slower compared with other algorithms [18] . Existing task-scheduling algorithms aimed at the cloud platform are achieved by large-scale server clusters and virtual machine clusters. However, these algorithms do not consider the requirements of medium-and small-sized enterprises that use only a single server to build their own cloud platform to cope with growing business requirements. Therefore, a highly-efficient virtual machine task-scheduling algorithm is required to improve the overall efficiency and operation cost of such a cloud platform. Based on this problem, this paper introduces a Greedy Particle Swarm Optimization (G&PSO) based taskscheduling algorithm for virtual machine based on a cloud computing platform. The major advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it has strong local and global search abilities, along with a fast convergence rate. The archived experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has a faster convergence rate at earlier stage iterations and stronger local search capability during later periods. This means that it outperforms the traditional PSO algorithm with better global optimization performance and overcomes its shortcoming with greater randomness. Within a cloud environment deployed by a single server, using the proposed algorithm will not only reduce the total task completion time but also will balance the system load and improve the efficiency of task scheduling and resource utilization of the cloud computing platform.
Cloud Computing Task Scheduling Problem
The essence of the resolution of the cloud computing task-scheduling problem is to set up a scheduling policy. Based on this, suitable mapping relationship can be established between application tasks and computing resources in order to achieve reasonable distribution and efficient execution of application tasks using the limited computing resources [19] . In this paper, the proposed cloud computing task-scheduling algorithm virtualizes a single server into multiple virtual machines, then assigns T independent tasks to M heterogeneous virtual machines for execution (i.e., one task can not be run on two virtual machines, each virtual machine can only handle one task at one time and each has different properties), thus minimizing the time required to complete all the tasks [20] . In order to simplify the simulation process, this paper will ignore the memory and other resource requirements of the tasks. Moreover, the execution time of each task is only related to the size of the task and the property of the virtual machine. The task set is represented as TS D ft 1 ; t 2 ; : : : ; t n g, and the task size is expressed as MI (Million Instructions). The performance of the virtual machines is represented as Millions of Instructions Per Second (MIPS). The expected execution time of task TS i run on virtual machine VMS j can be expressed as an ETC matrix [21] : 
where ETC.ij / D MI TS i =MIPS VMS i ; i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; T g; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; M g , T is the number of tasks, M is the number of virtual machines, and the load on the virtual machine VMS j is the total execution time of tasks, which is expressed as
The function of the system load balancing degree is defined as
In this function, min 1 j M Load VMS i is the minimum time for all the virtual machines to complete all the tasks above, and max 1 j M Load VMS j is the maximum time for all the virtual machines to complete all the tasks above. So the function is the ratio of the minimum load to the maximum load. The following conclusions can be drawn from Formula (3):
(1) max 1 j M Load VMS i D 0 means the tasks do not yet start to schedule.
(2) Load level D 0 and max 1 j M Load VMS j DŠ0 mean there are idle virtual machines.
(3) Load level D 1 means that the maximum load is equal to the minimum load, and that the load balance is the best, i.e., the closer to 1, the better.
3 Design of the Cloud Computing TaskScheduling Optimization Algorithm
G&PSO
The PSO algorithm was first proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995, and its basic concept is based on a study of birds foraging behavior [22] . Thus, PSO algorithm was inspired by the behavioral traits of biological group and subsequently has been used to solve and optimize problems.
Important scheduling goals in a cloud computing environment are the reduction of total completion time [23] and balance of the system load [24] . The proposed algorithm first uses a greedy algorithm to quickly find the initial solution G ov and the expected total completion time G ct , then initializes the global optimal solution gbest of the PSO algorithm by G ov and uses 1=G ct as the updating threshold for the best position of particle swarm.
Encoding and decoding of particles
The direct encoding mode is also adopted in this paper; each particle's position represents a feasible task allocation scheme and the length of the particle depends on the number of tasks. Assume that T (the number of tasks) is 10 and M (the number of available virtual machines) is 5, then each particle from the set f5, 3, 2, 5, 2, 1, 3, 2, 4, 3g corresponds to a feasible task allocation scheme, thus the particles can be encoded. In this allocation scheme, tasks (1, 4) are allocated to the fifth virtual machine, tasks (3, 5) are allocated to the second virtual machine, tasks (2, 7, 10) are allocated to the third virtual machine and task 6 is allocated to the first virtual machine, thus the particles can be decoded.
Initialization of particles
S, T, and M denote the size of particle swarm, and the number of tasks, the number of virtual machines, respectively. The location of the i-th particle is thus represented as P i D fP i1 ; P i2 ; : : : ; P i n g; 1 n T; 1 i S, where P ij represents the i -th task that is assigned to run on the j -th virtual machine and 1 P ij M . Speed V i D fV i1 ; V i2 ; : : : ; V i n g .1 n T; 1 i S/ and V ij must meet the condition of 1 V ij M . The initial position of the particle is a random integer selected from OE1; M and the speed of the particle is a random integer selected from OE .M 1/; .M 1/: The best position that the entire group has experienced (gbest) is initialized with G ov .
Fitness function
A fitness function [25] is used to evaluate the merits of the particle positions. As the total task completion time is the key parameter for task-scheduling in cloud computing, the inverse of the total task completion time is used to represent the fitness function. The fitness function is defined as
In Formula (4), SFT i represents the time needed to complete the task-scheduling for allocating the task at the i -th particle. In Formula (5), SFT represents the time needed to complete all the tasks; VM(m; n) represents the time for the n-th task to run on the m-th virtual machine, and K is the number of tasks distributed to this virtual machine. Each iteration selects the particle with a larger fitness value, and one of these values is used as the globally optimal solution, which means that adopting this particle' task allocation scheme results in the shortest completion time.
Update of particles' velocity and position
In the traditional PSO algorithm, only if the particle's current position has a better fitness value than the best recorded position will the best position be replaced by the current position. The best position that the i-th particle has experienced is denoted as pbest D .pbest i1 ; pbest i2 ; : : : ; pbest i n /. In the whole particle swarm, the best position that all particles have experienced is recorded as gbest i D .gbest i1 ; gbest i2 ; : : : ; gbest i n /. In this formula, n represents the best location of the particle experience, in the range of the total number of tasks (1 n T ). For each iteration, the value of the particle's fitness function can be calculated using Formulas (4) and (5). The value of particle's current fitness function is denoted as f .p i .t//, and during the next iteration, the value is denoted as f .p i .t C 1//.
f .pbest 2 .t //; : : : ; f .pbest s .t ///
gbest.t/D ( max(pbest.t //; iff .max(pbest.t //>f .gbest/I gbest; else (8) In this paper's algorithm, during the each iteration, if the particle's current position has a better fitness value than the last position, the position will be updated. In the particle swarm, the particle owning the best fitness value, when its fitness value is better than 1/G ct corresponding to the scheduling scheme G ov , which is calculated by the greedy algorithm, its position will be updated. When the above conditions are met, the particle's velocity and position will be updated.
In the above formulas, t represents the number of iterations; ! is the inertia weight; c 1 and c 2 are learning factors, and generally c 1 = c 2 =2. Rand./ is a random value within [0, 1]. During the process of iteration, the position of the particle is limited to a specific range (1 p i .t/ M ), at the same time, pbest and gbest are also updated accordingly, and finally gbest is output as the globally optimal solution.
Process of G&PSO
The specific steps of the proposed G&PSO algorithm are as follows:
Step 1 Initialization of the particle swarm. The position and velocity of the particles are first initialized, and the greedy algorithm is used to quickly obtain the initial solution G ov (i.e., a feasible task allocation solution) and the expected total task completion time G ct ; then, the best position gbest that the particles experience with G ov is initialized.
Greedy procedure: The procedure starts from index row 0 of the ETC matrix; it tries to allocate tasks to the virtual machine from the last column of each row in the ETC matrix. If the choice made is better than the others, then the assignment is finished; otherwise, the task is assigned to the virtual machine that makes the current result optimal. Moreover, if there are multiple allocation plans available, then the task is assigned to the virtual machine that has the least tasks, thus achieving simple load balancing [26] . Step 2 Calculate each particle's fitness function value using Formulas (4) and (5).
Step 3 Update the optimal. Update the individual and group optimal based on Formulas (6)- (8): (1) Compare the value of the particle's fitness function to its individual optimal pbest, if the value of the particle's fitness function is better than pbest, then replace the value of pbest with the current position of the particle.
(2) Compare the particle's fitness function value to its group optimal gbest, if the fitness function value of the particle is better than that of the initial solution calculated by the greedy algorithm, then reset the value of gbest with the particle's current position.
Step 4 Update the speed and position of the particle using Formulas (9) and (10) respectively.
Step 5 Stop conditions. The loop will return to Step 2 until the stop conditions are met.
The flowchart of the proposed G&PSO algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The flowchart of the Greedy algorithms is shown in Fig. 2 .
Simulation and Analysis
To validate the feasibility and performance of the G&PSO algorithm in terms of scheduling ability in a cloud, we used the cloud computing simulation platform Cloudsim [27] , and extended the DataCenterBroker class of the platform by adding a method to implement ov ov ct
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greedy particle swarm algorithm class. Eclipse 4.3 IDE was used for the implementation. The computer architecture and operating system of the cloud data center were x86 and Linux, respectively, where each virtual machine had a 1.2 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, and 100 GB hard drive, and all virtual machines were set to Xen. The proposed experiments were performed at four different scheduling scales: (1) 5 virtual machines with 50 tasks; (2) 5 virtual machines with 500 tasks; (3) 10 virtual machines with 50 tasks; and (4) 10 virtual machines with 500 tasks. The traditional PSO algorithm and the proposed G&PSO algorithm were applied to each scheduling scale. The main parameters of both algorithms are shown in Table 1 . Figures 3 and 4 show the total completion times for 5 virtual machines with 50 and 500 tasks respectively.
As can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, when using the proposed G&PSO algorithm, the total completion time for the assigned tasks was 10 s less than using the PSO algorithm. In addition, the proposed G&PSO algorithm had less iteration, a faster convergence speed, and less randomness in the processes of optimization for smallInput the number of tasks i and virtual machines j. Initialization ETC matrix (Row number R, column number C)
Allocate the task of R = 0 to the C's largest virtual mach directly
R=R+1
C=C 1
Try to assign to C's largest virtual machine
Try to allocate to column number (C 1) virtual machine
The current task completion time are equal?
Allocate to the virtual machine which has assigned less task
The current task completion time is relatively shorter?
Complete a task allocation and record column number
Output the sequence of allocation and the desired task total completion time or-large scale task scheduling. Figure 3 shows that although the total task completion time of the proposed G&PSO algorithm when scheduling a large-scale task is longer than the PSO algorithm at the initial stage of iteration, the proposed algorithm has a shorter total task completion time. It also has a stronger ability for local searching, which means that it has, to some extent, overcome the shortcoming of the PSO algorithm with its insufficient local search ability. Compared with the PSO algorithm, when scheduling a large-scale task, the proposed algorithm shows a stronger ability within the optimization process and has a better scheduling effect. The number of tasks assigned to each virtual machine is shown in Fig. 5 (50 tasks) and Fig. 6 (500 tasks). In terms of utilization of the virtual machine resource, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, when performing large-or-small scale task scheduling, the number of tasks assigned to each virtual machine is closer to the mean value when using the G&PSO algorithm. This results in improved utilization of system resources and avoids a workload overload on the virtual machines. Figure 7 shows that G&PSO algorithm has better load balancing performance compared with the PSO algorithm. Generally, using more virtual machines does not mean obtaining a better result, as configuring each virtual machine often consumes more system resources and eventually leads to a decrease in the overall system performance. Due to the limitation of the physical hardware in the general host and network bandwidth, the number of virtual machines assigned to a single host should be set to no more than 10 to achieve the best system performance.
To further verify the performance of the proposed G&PSO algorithm of load balancing in virtual machines, the number of virtual machines was increased from 5 to 10 and their processing capabilities updated to f500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 550, 650, 750, 850g. The number of tasks remained unchanged, and those tasks are assigned to each virtual machine shown in Figs. 8 and 9 .
In Figs. 8 and 9 , the simulation results for both large-scale and small-scale task schedulings are shown. When using the proposed algorithm the number of tasks assigned to each virtual machine is still closer to the mean value and the system load is still balanced.
In conclusion, the proposed G&PSO algorithm achieves the goals of shorter task completion time and a more balanced virtual machine load; the comprehensive efficiency of the cloud computing platform has therefore been improved.
Conclusion
This paper aimed to solve the task-scheduling problems of virtual machines on a cloud platform, and the G&PSO algorithm was proposed to reduce the overall completion time and balance the workload in each virtual machine. Compared with the traditional PSO algorithm, the G&PSO algorithm has a faster convergence rate in the early stage of iteration, a stronger local search capability during the later period of iteration, better global optimization performance, and overcomes the shortcoming of the traditional algorithm with less randomness. On a cloud platform simulated by Cloudsim (Data center disposes one server), the proposed algorithm not only reduces the total task completion time, but also balances the system load and improves the comprehensive efficiency of the entire cloud platform. Although only the size of tasks and processing capacity of the virtual machines were considered when estimating the task completion time, there are more factors to be considered in real applications, such as the effects of bandwidth and data transmission. 
